Virologic characterization of HIV type 1 with a codon 70 deletion in reverse transcriptase.
We identified a deletion at codon 70 (Delta70) of HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT) occurring together with L74V and Q151M mutations in a sample from a tenofovir (TFV)- and abacavir (ABC)-treated patient with extensive prior antiretroviral treatment. To investigate the characteristics of this mutant, we studied the drug susceptibility, relative infectivity, and fitness of viruses carrying Delta70 and associated RT mutations. The Delta70, L74V, and Q151M mutations were introduced into Hxb2 RT by site-directed mutagenesis and expressed in HIV-1 recombinants. The Delta70 mutation increased resistance to lamivudine and emtricitabine alone and in combination with various resistance mutations and augmented resistance to ABC and didanosine when present together with L74V. A recombinant virus expressing RT from the original clinical viral sample (Delta70-PRT) exhibited greater fitness than one in which the deletion had been repaired (K70-PRT). The Delta70 mutation also increased fitness of Hxb2 wild-type and 74V and Q151M mutants. Recombinants carrying Delta70-PRT showed greater relative infectivity in the presence of ABC (but not TFV) compared with K70-PRT recombinants. These results show that Delta70 enhances resistance to certain purine and pyrimidine analogues and contributes to multinucleoside resistance in the appropriate viral genetic background.